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Modplan’s Open Canopy provides a flexible outside space
Modplan’s Open Canopy is a valuable addition
to any portfolio because it provides another
option for homeowners looking to make the
most of their outside space. Whether it’s a
carport, a covered seating area, a children’s
play area or just somewhere to sit on a
summer’s evening, the Open Canopy has the
answer. Chris Reeks, Modplan’s Sales Manager, says, “The Open Canopy provides the
answer many homeowners are looking for – additional space without the formality of a
conservatory or orangery construction.”
The Open Canopy has a contemporary design with slim sightlines, meaning it is an
elegant and understated addition to any outside space. The integral gutter features
stylish corbels while the downpipe is concealed and the drainage is housed unobtrusively
at the foot of the support post to maintain the sleek aesthetics. It is available in a choice
of RAL colours so homeowners can choose a colour that blends in or stands out.
The Canopy’s unique gutter system is constructed from GRP, and coupled with the
Aluminium roof bars means it is strong enough to withstand the harshest of winter
weather conditions. Homeowners will also love the minimal maintenance benefits. A
simple wash down with a garden washer will keep it looking pristine and the guttering
features a hedgehog gutter guard so leaves and debris cannot block it.
The Open Canopy is available in a range of standard sizes and bespoke options are also
available. It has been designed to accommodate various roof pitches, including 5°, 10°
and 15°, to maximise the projects it can be used in. A choice of glazing, either glass or
polycarbonate, allows the homeowner to tailor the Open Canopy to complement their
surroundings and also their budget.
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
three VEKA profiles, composite doors, PVC-u and aluminium patio and bi-fold doors,
conservatories, the Vertex solid tile-effect roof and glass and polycarbonate conservatory

roofs. For more information on any of Modplan’s products, including the Open Canopy,
simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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